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Abstract Boron carbide/hafnium diboride composites

were prepared by spark plasma sintering of a mixture of

hafnium diboride and boron carbide powders. Boron car-

bide was prepared with a 13.3 at.% composition of carbon,

known as the ideal carbon content to maximize the

dimensionless figure of merit. The hafnium diboride con-

tent was varied between 0 and 20% by weight, and the

effect on the thermoelectric properties was studied. Addi-

tion of HfB2 generally yielded an increase in the electrical

conductivity and simultaneously a reduction in thermal

conductivity, indicating it has potential as an enhancer of

thermoelectric properties. However, the increase in elec-

trical conductivity was not as large as observed in some

composite systems, since HfB2 turned out to be a poor

sintering additive leading to lower relative densities, and

was furthermore offset by a moderate decrease in Seebeck

coefficient. For future composite design, the sintering

characteristics of the additives can be concluded as an

important additional parameter to be taken into account.

The optimal hafnium diboride content for relatively dense

samples was found to be 10 wt%, resulting in an

improvement in the maximum figure of merit, up to

ZT = 0.20 at 730 �C.

Keywords Thermoelectric � Boride � Composite � Spark
plasma sintering

Introduction

Thermoelectric energy generation is an increasingly

intriguing prospect for use in producing green energy,

particularly from waste heat processes [1]. Recent dis-

coveries of several new classes of thermoelectric materials

like cage-structured PGECs (phonon glass electron crystal

systems) [2–5], nanostructured materials [6–10] and mag-

netic semiconductors [11–13] have incited a renewed

interest in thermoelectric materials development. The per-

formance of thermoelectric materials can be gauged by the

figure of merit ZT = S2T/qj, where S, q, j and T are the

Seebeck coefficient, electrical resistivity, thermal conduc-

tivity and absolute temperature, respectively. A need exists

for high-temperature thermoelectric materials which can be

used to convert waste heat from thermal power plants,

steelworks, factories, incinerators, etc. [14–16]. Boron

cluster compounds are attractive candidates for this need

because of their high stability and relatively high Seebeck

coefficients [17–19]. They also exhibit relatively low

thermal conductivity [20–22]. Several mechanisms have

been proposed to explain the low thermal conductivity

[23, 24]. Namely, large number of atoms in the unit cell

(i.e., crystal complexity) disorder due to typical partial
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occupancies of atomic sites in these crystal structures,

possible rattling of metal atoms in the voids among the

boron cluster structure. An interesting possibility raised is

the symmetry mismatch effect, where the prominent sym-

metry of a basic building block of the structure, the B12

icosahedron, has a mismatch with the symmetry of the

structure. However, clear proof of this effect has not yet

been presented [24]. Regarding the electrical properties,

boron cluster compounds in general show the variable

range hopping (VRH) behavior where both the Seebeck

coefficient and electrical conductivity increase with

increasing temperature [18, 25]. These features are inher-

ently desirable for thermoelectric energy generation, and

particularly so for high-temperature applications. Well-

known boron compounds like boron carbide [17, 26–28]

have been investigated for thermoelectrics, with recent

striking p, n control demonstrated in Zr-doped b-boron
[29], YAlxB14 [30–32] and later also MgAlB14 [33, 34]. A

renewed interest in RB66 [22, 35] has also arisen with large

enhancements in ZT discovered for YB48 [36] and SmB66

[37]. The n-type counterparts to boron carbide; the rare

earth borocarbonitrides [38–41] are also of interest.

Regarding research for application of thermoelectric bor-

ides, it is striking that manufacture and testing of thermo-

electric bulk modules containing boron carbide at elevated

temperatures have been carried out recently [42].

Previous research has shown that the performance of

boron carbide is affected by the carbon content of the

material [14, 24]. It has been found that the ideal carbon

content for the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT is

13.3 at.% carbon [24]. It has also been shown that the

addition of some metal-borides to form a composite

material can improve the figure of merit [43–46]. For

example, TiB2 doped into boron carbide [43, 44] and CoB

and VB2 doped into YB22C2N [45, 46]. A recent review on

the thermoelectric enhancement in composites has also

been given [47]. In this work, the effect of hafnium

diboride doping on the thermoelectric properties of boron

carbide was studied.

Experimental

Spark plasma sintering (SPS) was used to prepare samples

of boron carbide/hafnium diboride composite material.

Polycrystalline samples of boron carbide, in the composi-

tion of B13C2, were first synthesized by the conventional

solid-state reaction process. Amorphous boron (SB Boron

99.9%) and carbon (Wako 99.9%) powders were mixed,

pressed using cold isostatic press (CIP) and heated up to

around 1800 �C for 12 h in vacuum using an induction

furnace. The resulting polycrystalline boron carbide pow-

der was combined with HfB2 powder (Hermann Starck Co.

99.9%) in 0–20 wt% ratios. The composite powder was

prepared by grinding the materials using a pestle and

mortar in ethanol to promote homogeneity of the samples.

The dried powder was then placed into a graphite dye and

pressed for sintering. The SPS was performed in vacuum at

1750 �C for 6 min after a 10-min ramp-up process, for

10-mm-diameter samples under 50 MPa pressure.

The samples were characterized using high-resolution

powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). Powder XRD measure-

ments with CuKa radiations (Rigaku Ultima-3) were taken

to confirm the sample composition.

Resistivity and Seebeck coefficient were measured

simultaneously with an ULVAC ZEM-2 in the temperature

range of 323–1005 K in N2 atmosphere. Specific heat and

thermal diffusivity coefficients were measured by the laser

flash method (ULVAC TC-7000) from 300 to 1003 K.

Thermal conductivity was determined as the product of the

density, specific heat and thermal diffusivity coefficient.

Results and discussion

XRD measurements

XRD patterns (Fig. 1) exhibit for all the samples only main

peaks corresponding to boron carbide and hafnium dibor-

ide, indicating successful synthesis of the composites.

There are some small minor peaks at 2h = 27� and

2h = 13.4�, 33.6�, 36�, which correspond to peaks of C

graphite assumedly from the SPS dye and BC5 [48],

respectively. The smallness of these peaks indicates that

any effect on the physical properties is not likely to be

large.

XRD measurements show that the relative heights of the

peaks which correspond to hafnium diboride increase with

the increasing hafnium diboride composition, as expected.

Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction data for composite samples showing relative

peak heights
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The absence of peak position shift suggests that the crystal

structure is not affected by the addition of HfB2, as

expected for a composite sample. To confirm this conclu-

sion, the lattice constant of the boron carbide matrix was

evaluated by Rietveld refinement as a function of the HfB2

composition (Fig. 2). As lattice constants of boron carbide

with different HfB2 compositions were almost unchanged,

all the composite samples appeared to have the same

crystal structure of boron carbide. This also indicates that

the addition of HfB2 did not affect the boron carbide phase

in the composite samples.

Thermoelectric measurements

The thermoelectric properties were measured for each

sample with varying hafnium diboride composition across

a temperature range, in order to determine how thermo-

electric properties depend on both composition and

temperature.

For all compositions, the Seebeck coefficient first

decreases with temperature, then increases with tempera-

ture beyond approximately 480 �C (Fig. 3). The tempera-

ture dependence is different from the monotonic increase in

pure boron carbide and therefore is a composite effect from

metallic hafnium diboride. Noteworthy, the increasing

Seebeck coefficient at high temperatures above 480 �C
makes it a favorable material for high-temperature

applications.

Figure 3 shows that the Seebeck coefficient decreases

with increasing HfB2 composition. This is expected

because boron carbide is being replaced by metallic HfB2

with a small Seebeck coefficient. Therefore, the overall

composite material should have a lower Seebeck

coefficient.

Similarly, the electrical resistivity of the samples was

compared with changing temperature and composition

(Fig. 4). The electrical resistivity decreases with tempera-

ture for all the compositions examined. The electrical

resistivity shows a more complex behavior: Below 400 �C,
it decreases with increasing HfB2 content up to 10 wt%,

then increases. At higher temperature, the resistivity at first

glance does not appear to depend on the HfB2 content.

This result is unusual because the resistivity would be

expected to continuously decrease with increasing HfB2

composition. To understand this surprising behavior, the

sample absolute and relative densities were measured

(Fig. 5) for all the boron carbide/hafnium diboride

composites.

As the HfB2 content is increased, it can be observed that

the relative densities monotonically significantly decrease.

This indicates that hafnium diboride hinders the sintering

Fig. 2 Effect of the HfB2 content on the lattice parameters of boron

carbide

Fig. 3 Seebeck coefficient as a function of (top) temperature and

(bottom) hafnium diboride composition
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of boron carbide. This decrease in relative density accounts

for the relatively small increase in electrical conductivity

with metallic additives compared to other previously

composites [39, 45, 46]. Poor sintering also accounts for

the peculiar composition dependence of electrical resis-

tivity (Fig. 4). For future composite design, we can con-

clude that the sintering characteristics of the additives are

an important additional parameter to be taken into account.

Recently, data-mining/material informatics approaches

have been used to search for viable thermoelectric mate-

rials [49]. It would accelerate research if such sintering

characteristics could also be incorporated as a parameter in

the search for effective additives to enhance overall ther-

moelectric performance.

The electrical resistivity data were fitted to a polaron

hopping model suggested by Wood et al. [17]. According

to the model, the hopping motion of a temperature-inde-

pendent density of small-polaron holes leads to a temper-

ature dependence of conductivity which corresponds to that

of the mobility (l). Above approximately 1/3 of the char-

acteristic phonon temperature, this small-polaron hopping

gives rise to a thermally activated mobility which has a

prefactor that is temperature dependent. The charge follows

the atomic motion adiabatically which results in a tem-

perature dependence of the mobility given by

l / T�1 exp
�EA

kT

� �
ð1Þ

where EA represents the mobility activation energy. In

order to evaluate the fit of our data to this model, the

logarithm of the product of the electrical conductivity r
and the absolute temperature was plotted against the

inverse of the absolute temperature (Figs. 6, 7).

The hafnium diboride-doped samples show a more

pronounced curvature than the undoped sample when

compared to the straight line fit (Fig. 7). Figures 6 and 7

indicate that the addition of hafnium diboride alters the

electrical conductivity dependence on the temperature such

that it no longer is well described by the polaron hopping

model suggested by Wood et al. [17]. This is expected as

the governing mechanism for charge carrier transport in a

composite sample is more complex than that of a single

material, and furthermore, the effect of the lower relative

densities on the temperature dependence is not trivial.

Regarding the apparent convergence of the resistivity data

of all samples above 400 �C in Fig. 4, the plot above in

Fig. 7 shows the differences. However, at higher

Fig. 4 Electrical resistivity as a function of (top) temperature and

(bottom) hafnium diboride composition
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temperatures, although the 15% sample is an outlier, there

is a convergence tendency compared to the points below

400 �C, and this can be considered to be because the

intrinsic hopping in the boron carbide material relatively

becomes more active compared to the composite effect of

the added metallic component and also the porosity effect

of the different densities.

The thermal conductivity was found to decrease with

increasing HfB2 composition. At 100 �C, the thermal

conductivity was found to be 4.56, 4.52 and 4.28 W/mK

for the 0, 5 and 10% samples, respectively. We utilize the

Eucken model [50, 51] as a rough estimation to try to

gauge the effects of porosity on the effective thermal

conductivity jeff:

jeff � jm½2ð1� /Þ=ð2þ /Þ�; ð2Þ

where / is the porosity and jm is the bulk thermal con-

ductivity. We use the experimentally determined values of

porosity (Fig. 5) and normalizing at the value for the 0%

doped sample would yield 3.98 and 3.48 W/mK for the 5

and 10% samples, respectively. Therefore, it is indicated

that intrinsically the HfB2 dopant is not functioning as an

effective phonon scatterer, despite the heavy mass of haf-

nium. We cannot simply estimate the effect of porosity on

the electrical conductivity. However, previous results in

borides indicate that the penalty from reduction in elec-

trical conductivity with porosity typically largely out-

weighs the benefit in reduction in thermal conductivity

[30, 32, 39]. As a result, there have been many efforts to

densify thermoelectric borides [30, 32, 39, 40, 52].

Therefore, the fact that in relatively dense samples, the

doping of HfB2 results in an overall reduction in the

thermal conductivity, in contrast to the increase in elec-

trical conductivity, indicates the potential of HfB2 as an

enhancer of thermoelectric properties. In combination with

boron carbide, we can surmise that it would be effective to

search for a similar metallic boride albeit with better sin-

tering effects to use in a composite.

The thermoelectric figure of merit ZT (Fig. 8) was cal-

culated for HfB2 contents below 10 wt%, where the rela-

tive density is still sufficiently high. ZT appears is

maximized for the 10 wt% HfB2 sample. The ZT value for

each sample still increases with temperature within the

temperature range investigated (Fig. 9).

The ZT value was increased from 0.19 for the non-

composite material to 0.20 for the 10% wt HfB2 composite

at 730 �C, corresponding to an increase of 5%. This

increase with HfB2 incorporation is modest. This small

effect is likely originating from the relatively small

increase in the electrical conductivity due to the lower

relative densities. This effect is also coupled with the

reduction in the Seebeck coefficient for the composite

samples. It has previously been observed for VB2-seeded

YB22C2N that Seebeck coefficients can increase when

partial intrinsic doping assumedly occurred from heat

treatment [45–47]. This effect may also impact the fig-

ure of merit of the composite and should be investigated in

the future. Looking for metallic borides with better
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sintering properties than HfB2 as an additive to boron

carbide is also worthwhile.

Conclusions and future work

The addition of hafnium diboride to boron carbide to form

a composite material showed an improvement in the

overall thermoelectric performance of boron carbide, in

spite of the poor sintering characteristics of the additive.

The measurements show that the decrease in the value of

the Seebeck coefficient caused by the addition of HfB2-

can be countered by the relatively larger decrease in both

thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity. This is

obtained despite the monotonic reduction in the relative

densities of the samples with HfB2 addition which is very

detrimental to electrical conductivity. A maximum

ZT = 0.20 at 730 �C is obtained for HfB2 content of

10 wt%. One can expect higher ZT values for better den-

sified composites.

For future composite design, we can conclude that the

sintering characteristics of the additives are an important

parameter to be taken into account. It is worth further

investigating similar metallic borides albeit with better

sintering effect to use in a composite. Recently, data-

mining/material informatics approaches have gathered

increasing interest in materials development. Herein we

highlight the fact that besides intrinsic properties of each

constituents, computational materials design could provide

a more effective impetus to the field of thermoelectricity if

computations could also take into account sintering char-

acteristics. This would eventually optimize the search for

effective additives to enhance overall thermoelectric

performance.

In general, boron carbide-based materials have excellent

potential as high-temperature thermoelectric materials

since both the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conduc-

tivity increase with temperature while the thermal con-

ductivity is relatively small with little temperature

dependence at high temperatures [42, 53], leading to a ZT

value which increases strongly with temperature. We are

also planning further experiments with suitable instrumen-

tation to measure the thermoelectric properties at higher

temperatures (with better densified materials) as the ZT

value is expected to still increase beyond the temperature

range investigated in the present study.
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